
MOC2017   Mode of Presentation 
 

 

Oral Presentations 

The following equipment is ready at MOC2017 session room: 

* Laser pointer 

* LCD projector with a VGA cable (D-sub 15pin connector) and a HDMI cable 

* Laptop computer (Windows7, PowerPoint 2013, Adobe Reader) 

 

You can use the above PC or your own computer at your choice. We recommend you to use your 

own computer if your presentation is made on a Mac or if you are using software other than 

PowerPoint. Connection to the projector must be tested before your session starts. You are 

requested to bring your own proper adapters (e.g. USB-VGA adapter, Displayport-VGA adapters) if 

your computer has no VGA port (there are no adapters available at the conference site). For HDMI, 

you can  show your presentation or video file with audio. 

 

The time allotted to each oral presentation will be: 

・Plenary talks: 35 min. 

・Invited papers : 30 min. (including discussion) 

・Regular papers and Post deadline papers : 15 min. (including discussion) 

 

Please note that the speakers are asked to contact the session chairs prior to the starting time of the 

session. 

 

Poster Presentations 

The poster board is 90 cm wide and 195 cm high. Recommended poster size is A0 (841 × 1189 

mm2). 

 

The poster boards are consecutively numbered, and presenters are requested to post their poster 

according to the allotted number (paper code). Pushpins will be provided onsite. 

 

The poster session is open during 12:45-15:15 on Tuesday, 21 November, including posting, 

clearing up, lunch and coffee break. For the convenience of the participants, the presentation core 

time that the authors must remain with their poster will be divided into two periods. The first period 

(13:00-14:00) is for authors with the paper in odd-number (P-1, P-3, …) and the second period 

(14:00-15:00) is for authors with the paper in even-number (P-2, P-4, …). Authors should remain in 

the vicinity of the poster board for discussion during their core time. 


